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Abstract: Electronic textiles that are thin, lightweight, flexible and breathable have been widely
explored with a variety of functionalities including power supplying, displaying and sensing, which
may revolutionize many fields such as communication, health care and artificial intelligence. To
date, unfortunately, computing is the missing puzzle to close their functional loop. Memristor is
compatible with the interwoven structure and fabricating process in textile due to its two-terminal
crossbar configuration. However, it remains challenging to realize textile memristors due to the
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difficulties in designing advanced memristive materials and achieving high-quality active layers
on fiber electrodes. Here we report a robust textile memristor based on an electrophoreticdeposited active layer of deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) on fiber electrodes. The unique architecture
and orientation of DNA molecules with the incorporation of Ag nanoparticles offer the best-inclass performances, e.g., both ultra-low operation voltage of ~0.3 V and power consumption of
~100 pW and high switching speed of 20 ns. Fundamental logic calculations such as implication
and NAND are demonstrated as functions of textile chips, and it has been thus integrated with
power-supplying and light emitting modules to demonstrate an all-fabric information processing
system. This work provides a promising route towards wearable information processing and
artificial neural networks for effective brain-machine interfaces.

Electronic textiles have embraced a great boost in the past decade, from power sources to sensors
and to displays, which may produce the long-cherished soft electronics to revolutionize a variety
of application fields such as information technology, internet of things, artificial intelligence and
personal healthcare. [1-4] The core of electronic textiles is to replace the building block of traditional
polymer fibers with electronic fibers and then integrate the electronic fibers into textiles by the
scalable weaving process.[5] However, one key component, i.e., the data-processing system,
remains far less developed to close the functional loop of electronic textiles. In other words,
computing is the missing puzzle from the full picture of electronic textiles.
Memristor, a promising candidate for next-generation computing,[6-10] is compatible with the
interwoven architecture of textile owing to its two-terminal and cross-bar configuration. The rigid
silicon substrate and lithography patterned electrode can thus be replaced with flexible fiber
electrodes.[11] A variety of memristive materials, such as metal oxides,[6,7] chalcogenides[12-14] and
organic materials,[15-17] have been explored as active layers for memristors. Among them, organic
materials have attracted growing interests due to their chemically tunable functionality, solution
processability and intrinsic flexibility, which can serve as promising candidates for large-scale
fabrications of textile memristors.[18] However, they suffer from severe limitations in memristive
performances such as low switching speed, high operation voltage and insufficient stability.[15,18]
To the best of our knowledge, there are not robust textile memristors due to the bottlenecks of
materials design and active layer fabrication, e.g., it is critical while difficult to make a rational
organization of building molecules to guide the effective formation of conductive filaments for
efficient ion transport; it is of course more difficult to achieve uniform active layers with
nanometer thicknesses at curved surfaces of fiber electrodes that range from several to hundreds
of micrometers.
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In this report, we discover deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA),[19,20] a bio-compatible material and good
ionic conductor with a double helix chain, could serve as an active material for robust memristors.
The DNA molecules are assembled into a continuous and uniform film at nanometer scale on
flexible metal fibers via electrophoretic deposition, which is demonstrated as a promising method
for effective deposition on conductive substrates.[21,22] They thus can be interlaced with another
kind of fiber electrodes to produce textile chips (Figure 1a). The contact point between the DNAdeposited electrode and another flexible metal fiber functions as a memristor unit, which
demonstrates superior memristive performances – ultra-low operation voltage (~0.3 V), high
switching speed (20 ns) and low power consumption (~100 pW) – to previously reported organic
memristors (Supplementary Information, Table S1). It is found that the orientation of DNA
molecules plays a vital role in robust performance by providing an efficient highway for filament
growth.
In a typical preparation, two parallel electrodes were immersed in a solution containing DNA
molecules and surfactants (Supplementary Information, Figure S1). Upon applying an external
electric field of 1.8 V for 3 min, the negatively charged DNA molecules would move towards the
positive electrode due to electrostatic attraction and assemble into a conformal thin film.[23] As
shown in Figure 1b, a thin and uniform DNA film was continuously deposited onto the Ag fiber
anode. Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy showed that C, N and P are homogeneously and
densely distributed (Figure 1d-f), indicating that DNA molecules were successfully assembled on
the Ag fiber. The thicknesses of DNA films could be readily tuned in a range of tens to hundreds
of nanometers by changing applied voltage and deposition time. The DNA film with an optimized
thickness of ~50 nm is shown in Figure. 1g and 1h. Raman spectra further verified the effective
deposition since the characteristic peaks of DNA were clearly detected[23] (Supplementary
Information, Figure S2). As shown in Figure 1c, we found that Ag nanoparticles (AgNPs) as a
form of tiny bulges were uniformly distributed in the DNA film. In other words, AgNPs were
simultaneously deposited with DNA molecules into the film. Transmission electron microscopy
indicated that the AgNPs showed an average diameter of ~3 nm (Figure 1h). The small size of
AgNPs was attributed to the use of surfactants that could prevent AgNPs from aggregation during
the assembling process21. High-resolution transmission electron microscopy images in Figure 1i
and Supplementary Information, Figure S3 also demonstrated the effective incorporation of
AgNPs. It is further verified by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy as almost no oxidation peaks of
Ag were observed (Supplementary Information, Figure S4). Capacitance–voltage measurements
were also carried out to investigate the incorporation of DNA and AgNPs. An obvious oxidation
and reduction process of Ag was observed during the assembling process (Supplementary
Information, Figure S5), indicating the formation of Ag+ due to the oxidation at the surface of Ag
electrode under electrical field. The Ag+ would subsequently bind to the DNA molecules due to
3
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their high electron affinity to the base pairs (e.g., G-guanine and C-cytosine),[24,25] and the Ag+
were then readily reduced by the guanine free radicals to AgNPs.[24] The DNA molecules decorated
with the AgNPs thus form a thin and continuous film on the electrode under electrical field. Fourier
transform infrared spectroscopy showed characteristic peaks at 1088 cm-1 for phosphate symmetric
stretching and 1222 cm-1 for PO2 asymmetric stretching in the DNA backbones[26,27]
(Supplementary Information, Figure S6), which is consistent with the results from Raman
spectra[28]. The variations of the relative peak intensities of base pairs at 1663 cm-1 (Thymine:
C2=O stretching) and 1717 cm-1 (Guanine: C=O stretching) suggested a chemical interaction
occurs between AgNPs and DNA molecules.[23,26]
A flexible memristor can be fabricated by interlacing the modified Ag fiber with a Pt fiber. Upon
applying a direct current sweep, the resulting textile memristor demonstrated a typical bipolar
memristive switching behavior (Figure 2a). It exhibited a high stability since no obvious variations
were observed after 50 cycles of direct current sweeps. The voltage of the first set cycle was the
same as that of the normal operation setting, indicating that no pre-electroforming process was
required for device operation. As shown in Figure 2b, a very low operating voltage (~0.3 V) with
narrow distribution was needed to program and erase, indicating an operation uniformity of the
DNA memristor. The memristor could be switched within 20 ns via a low voltage (Figure 2c),
which is comparable to those of the state-of-art planar memristors.[14,15,29-31] The conductance state
could be well maintained under a broad reading pulse. Besides, the memristor exhibited a long
retention time of more than 105 s both under high and low resistance states (Figure 2d). Upon
applying a constant voltage on the device, the ratio between high and low resistance states
exceeded 106 (Figure 2e) and was then well maintained after thousands of switching cycles. The
ultra-low operation voltage (0.3 V) and ultra-high switching speed (20 ns) are comparable to the
state-of-art metal oxide memristors,[30] and the ultra-low power consumption and high on-off ratio
have been rarely reported for organic memristors[16,17,32-35] (Figure 2f and Supplementary
Information Table S1).
Based on the experimental results, a working mechanism is proposed in Figure 3a. The grazingincidence small-angle scattering patterns verify that the DNA/AgNP film prepared by
electrophoretic deposition showed an oriented structure (Figure 3b).[22,36] That is, an oriented
arrangement of DNA chains is formed in the active layer during the electrophoretic deposition,
which is crucial for the low operation voltage and high switching speed, because the orientation of
DNA molecules could provide effective ionic pathways for Ag+ transport when set voltage is
applied.[36,37]
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We carefully investigated the assembly structure of the DNA/AgNP film to verify the above
mechanism. At the virgin state, the AgNPs were evenly distributed in the DNA film (Figure 3c).
Once set, the Ag filament bridged over the two electrodes and showed a preferential orientation to
the substrate (Figure 3d), indicating the orientated DNA chains were capable of incorporating with
AgNPs to guide the growth of filaments. The current mapping through in-situ conductive atomic
force microscopy also suggested that multiple conductive filaments were formed and annihilated
upon set and reset switching, respectively (Supplementary Information, Figure S7). In comparison,
the DNA film prepared via dip-coating demonstrated a homogeneous structure (Figure 3e). The
resulting memristor exhibited a much higher operation voltage than that with an oriented
arrangement of DNA chains (Figure 3f). Besides, the set speed of the former was approximately
two orders of magnitude slower than the latter (Figure 3g and Supplementary Information, Figure
S8).
The small-area Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy was further employed to study the
chemical bonding information of the active switching area (Supplementary Information, Figure
S9). The increased intensity at 1715 cm-1 when the device was set suggested a strong vibration of
C=O bonds from the nucleic base pairs, indicating a strong interaction between Ag+ and base pairs
of DNA. The oriented DNA molecules could induce filament growth along the DNA chains
through the pre-anchored AgNPs. As expected, the counterpart device with the architecture of
Pt/DNA/Ag, lacking pre-anchored AgNPs, showed a higher operation voltage of 0.6 V
(Supplementary Information, Figure S10 and S11). In other words, the oriented arrangement of
DNA chains enabled effective ionic pathways for Ag+ migration between the two electrodes. [38,39]
The pre-anchored AgNPs can lower the nucleation barrier and concentrate the local electrical field
to further reduce the switching voltages.[14] This strategy may be extended to the other organic
materials with high ionic conductivities such as silk polymers.
Due to the high performance and simple fabrication of DNA-bridged memristors, the textile chip
could be easily produced by weaving DNA-deposited Ag fibers with Pt fibers, and it could thus be
integrated with power-supplying and light-emitting modules to realize proof-of-concept fabric
data-processing system (Figure 4a). As shown in Figure 4b, basic logic gates including implication
(IMP) and NAND were demonstrated through the as-fabricated textile chip. For IMP operation,
two memristors were connected in parallel, followed by one fixed load resistor in series. By
integrating logic and memory function, the nonvolatile logic-in-memory circuit was realized via
IMP logic architecture, which is important as it can complete computing logic basis together with
FALSE operation. The logic computation from a combination of a set of logic operations relies on
the number of devices and the sequence of variables in IMP. In this design, a low resistance state
of the device was used to stand for a logic 1, and a high resistance state stood for a logic 0. Upon
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applying set pulse of 0.4 V and reference pulse of 0.2 V to Devices A and B, respectively, they
were switched to A’ and B’ based on their previous resistances to realize IMP functions. The logic
value of B depended on that of A. If A=logic 0, then this logic operation always generated output
B’=logic 1; if A=logic 1, then B’ is left unchanged. The implementation of IMP operation is shown
in Figure 4c. As a universal logic operation, NAND was performed with three memristors and one
fixed load resistor with two steps (Figure 4d). Firstly, pulses of 0.4 and 0.2 V were applied to
Devices A and C, respectively. Then, pulses of 0.4 and 0.2 V were used for Devices B and C,
respectively. With modulation of initial resistance states of Devices A, B and C, the four kinds of
logic operations of NAND were verified. To ensure C=0, “FALSE C” was operated via applied
reset voltage to device C. Then, “NOT A” logic operation was realized through “A IMP C” with
the output of C’. Next, “B IMP C’” was implemented to generate the final state of C’’. The output
C’’ was logic 0 only when AB = 11, which represented the logic operation of C’’ = A NAND B.
The woven textile chip could be further integrated with the textile power source and light-emitting
modules to realize a wearable information processing system (Figure 4e). Photovoltaic fibers for
electricity generation (Supplementary Information, Figure S12 and S13) and fiber-shaped batteries
for electricity storage (Supplementary Information, Figure S14 and S15) were woven and
connected in series with the memristors. A voltage transformer was used to supply a pulsed bias,
so the conductance state of the memristor can be switched and memorized. Multiple Ag metal
wires coated with DNA films were woven with Pt metal wires into a fabric module for the “logicin-memory-computing”. Electroluminescent fibers were also woven into the textile to work as a
basic component to display the processed information (Supplementary Information, Figure S16
and S17). By applying different pulses and combinations, “information” was input to the system.
The pulses were transmitted to each memristor unit (contact point) through parallel controllers.
Each memristor would respond to the pulse intensity and be summed, which was considered as
“information processing”. Besides, the output current was then transmitted to the controller to
initiate the light-emitting fibers to turn on or off. The all-fabric information processing system was
lightweight, soft and breathable like normal fabrics.
In summary, we discover that DNA can serve as a new and promising material to produce novel
textile memristors for logic circuits at a large scale. The oriented DNA molecules incorporated
with Ag nanoparticles were found to guide the filament growth for a low operation voltage, low
operation power and high switching speed. The design of DNA molecules for the active layer and
realization of textile memristors with high performances provide new directions in the
development of the next-generation memristors and textile electronics.
Supplementary Information
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Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or from the author.
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Figure 1. Schematic illustration of robust DNA-bridged memristor for the textile chip. a)
Textile chip made from DNA-bridged memristor cross-bar arrays. Each contact point represents a
memristor. b) SEM image of conformal coating of DNA layer onto Ag fiber via electrophoretic
deposition with simultaneous modification of AgNPs. c) High-resolution scanning electron
microscopy image of the surface morphology of the assembled DNA/AgNP layer. d-f) Energydispersive X-ray spectroscopy mapping of the assembled DNA/AgNPs onto Ag fibre. g) Crosssectional scanning electron microscopy image of a thin and continuous DNA/AgNP layer on the
Ag fiber. h-i) High-resolution transmission electron microscopy image of DNA layer doped with
AgNPs. Scale bars in b, d, e and f is 20 μm, c is 100 nm, g is 10 μm, h is 10 nm and i is 2 nm,
respectively.
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Figure 2. Memristive characteristics of robust DNA-bridged memristor with the interlaced
structure. a) Repeatable highly uniform switching I-V loops for the DNA-bridged memristor. b)
Distribution of the set and reset voltages of the DNA-bridged memristor. c) High-speed switching
characteristics of the DNA-bridged memristor. d) Retention time of set and reset states. e) Cycling
property of the DNA memristor. f) Comparison of the memristor performances between DNAbridged memristor and the state-of-art organic memristors, including PVK (poly(9‐vinylcarbazole)[33],
GO:PI (graphene oxide sheets/polyimide)[16], Sericin [17] ,WK@AuNCs-SF (wool keratin@ gold
nanoclusters - silk fibroin)[34], Al-chelated gelation[32], 2DPBTA+PDA (2D imine polymer constructed by
benzene-1,3,5-tricarbaldehyde (BTA) and p-phenylenediamine (PDA) precursors)[35].
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Figure 3. Switching mechanism of robust DNA-bridged memristors. a) Schematic illustration
of the proposed working mechanism underlying the memristive switching performance of oriented
DNA. The oriented one-dimensional DNA chains provided effective ionic pathways, and the preanchored AgNPs along the DNA chains also helped guide the growth of filaments. b) Grazingincidence small-angle scattering pattern of DNA layer prepared by electrophoretic deposition. c)
Transmission electron microscopy image of the virgin state of the memristor with an oriented DNA
structure. d) Transmission electron microscopy image of the set state of the memristor with an
oriented DNA structure. Scale bars in c and d, 10 nm. e) Grazing-incidence small-angle scattering
pattern of DNA layer prepared by dip coating. f-g) I-V characteristics of the DNA-bridged
memristor with and without DNA orientation, respectively.
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Figure 4. Demonstration of all-fabric information processing system with power-supplying,
data processing and light-emitting modules. a) Schematic illustration of the integration of
textile-type power supply, chip and light-emitting modules. b) Photograph of textile memristor
cross-bar arrays. c-d) Demonstrations of the basic logic-in-memory function of IMP and NAND,
respectively. e) Photograph and the operation mechanism of a proof-of-concept all-fabric dataprocessing system. Scale bars in e is 0.5 cm.
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A metal fiber with oriented deoxyribonucleic acid molecules and Ag nanoparticles assembled on
the surface as active layer is crossed with another metal fiber to produce new textile memristor. It
shows the best-in-class performances, e.g., both ultra-low operation voltage of ~0.3 V and power
consumption of ~100 pW and ultra-high switching speed of 20 ns, which exceed previous organic
memristors.
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